“Lots of cyanide will be in the environment
and kill people”

“The tailings dam is a test design and has never
been done before!”

NOT true as Euromax will
install a cyanide destruction
system!

It is a proven design used all
over Macedonia.

No cyanide will be used in the open in the
processing of ore but will actually be in enclosed
tanks. It will not be dripped, sprayed or otherwise
dispersed as has been claimed by people who are
lying. In addition, the mine will have a cyanide
destruction facility that will treat the processing
water and waste before discharge.
The total cyanide discharge to the tailings dam,
after the cyanide destruction process, will be at a
concentration of 0.66mg/L, while the Macedonian
Environmental Design Criteria standard for
Drinking Water is 1mg/L. The discharge level is
therefore below what is considered safe for
drinking water.

“There will be pollution of the water”

The EIA does not agree with
this!
Euromax have been monitoring the water quality
in the area since 2013 and the current water is
both chemically and bacterially contaminated. Due
to the controls that the mine will implement the
water quality will improve, not get worse. The
experts who compiled the Environmental report,
and who have worked on mines around the world,
do not agree with this statement as the water will
not be polluted. I
n addition to this, since the EIA was published and
submitted to the Macedonian Authorities, the
tailing facility will be lined and therefore there will
be no seepage.

The ‘downstream’ structure ensures that the
embankment is always supported by rock and is the
most stable design and proven best technology.
The tailings dam design is a standard rock fill design that
is used around the world and for most of the water dams
in Macedonia. It will be designed by Macedonian and
International experts (as opposed to artists and writers)
who, between them, have hundreds of years of
experience.
They will also be involved in the construction and
monitoring of the dam and will be taking personal
responsibility for the safety of the dam. This is unlike the
critics who have no knowledge and do not take personal
responsibility for anything. Euromax are also investing
millions of euros in a diversion system that will take the
Shtuka river water around the tailings and keep the water
clean.

EUROMAX WILL PROVIDE:
• NEW WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
• NEW CLINIC
• WASTE MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT
• EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
• NEW JOBS
• ECONOMIC GROWTH

THE FACTS
Ilovica-Shtuka Mine
Recently many statements have been made by
people who oppose the development of the IlovicaShtuka mine.
Much of what has been said is untrue, misguided,
ill-informed and designed to scare you.
Most of the people who have made these statements
are not qualified to make such statements and are
not
engineers,
farmers,
scientists,
or
environmentalists but people determined to frighten
and mislead the ordinary citizens of the region at any
cost. We do not believe they represent the best
interests of you the local citizens.

We would like to dispel a
number of the claims:

“Euromax have only just published their
Environmental report and have refused a
meeting!”

“The Company will only pay 2% of their
profit to the Government!”

This is NOT true!

This is NOT true!
In fact the taxes to be paid are:

€ Millions

Personal Income tax from salaries

48

Corporate Income tax

189

Sales and Excise Tax

76

National Royalties

18

Municipal Royalties

65

TOTAL

396

THE TOTAL TAXES
HERE REPRESENT
APPROXIMATELY
40% PROFIT OF THE
MINE OVER ITS LIFE,
NOT 2%.

Euromax published the Environmental report in
both Macedonian and English in April 2016 and
presented it you the citizens at a number of
open-house events. We are sorry if not everyone
could attend these but it has since been available
to all on our website and at our Information Centre
in Ilovica and been made publicly available.
Euromax has never refused a meeting with anyone
who is opposed to the mine.

“The mine will contaminate the soil and kill
off agriculture in the region!”

There is absolutely no
evidence to support this
claim. This will NOT happen.
These claims are made by people who have no
knowledge of either chemistry or farming and who
just continue to scare people. There are many
industrial complexes that work, side by side, with
agriculture. As an example of this co-existence, the
city of Kavadartsi, in Macedonia, is the home to a
nickel smelter and one of the most famous
producers of wine in the country.
Vineyards extend to the boundary of the smelter’s
property and the vineyard still exports wine across
Europe and beyond.Euromax are committed to
ensure that agriculture not only continues but
thrives because of the increased spending of the
population.

MORE THAN 2000 DIRECT
AND INDIRECT
JOBS

“There will be very few jobs!”

Total direct and indirect jobs
created will be more than
2000, of which direct jobs
will be around 500!
The Ilovica Shtuka project will be the second
biggest direct employer in the Strumica region and
it will create well-paid, long-term employment for
local people. The best way to encourage young
people to remain in their region and country is to
offer them the hope of long-term, well paid
employment and that is what the mine will do.
In addition to the jobs that are created directly at
the mine site, the operation will create an estimated
1800 “indirect” jobs in Macedonia in industries such
as wholesale, retail, vehicle repair, transportation,
agriculture,
metal
fabrication,
storage,
accommodation, and food services. Most of these
jobs will be created within the immediate region.

EUROMAX DEAL IN
TRANSPARENT FACTS NOT
SCAREMONGERING
STORIES!

